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the reception
For a “red-hot reception,” 
the couple had bright-red 
linens and seat cushions. 

the cake
The round windows and 

façade of The Liberty Hotel 
inspired the cake’s design. 

the escort cards
Replicas of original jail  

keys from the venue were 
tagged to the escort cards, 
which assigned guests to 
their cellblock numbers.

the gown
Carissa wore a formfitting 

lace gown by Monique 
Lhuillier and added a 

matching lace bolero.

THE BRIDE Carissa Rice, 30, an aesthetician 
and makeup artist at MAC Cosmetics

THE GROOM Andrew Grayson, 31, a student 
at University of Maryland University College 

HOW THEY MET On MySpace 

HOW LONG ENGAGED 1 year

THEIR WEDDING STYLE To reflect the  
venue’s history (it’s a former jailhouse), 
Carissa and Andrew went with a “Prisoner  
of Love” theme, which they rounded out  
with a red, white and gold palette. —AB
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her dad is baseball 
hall of famer jim 
rice, who played  
for the red sox!
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the ceremony décor
LED-lit pedestals topped 
with white flowers lined the 
aisle, while a chandelier with 
hanging votives created an 
ethereal atmosphere. 

the table numbers
Each table was labeled with a  
different “cellblock” number.

the signature cocktail
The couple served a mix  
of prosecco, pineapple juice 
and St-Germain to toast 
their “golden future.” 

the place settings
Menus embellished with 
Swarovski crystals and bright-
red napkins rested atop clear 
and gold glass chargers.
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the bridal style
For the reception, Carissa 
removed the bolero and 

accessorized with a crystal 
and feather hairpiece.

the guest book
Friends and family signed in 

and were fingerprinted— 
a fitting guest book idea. 

the bouquets
Carissa carried a white  

bouquet for the ceremony 
and switched to a red one  

for the couple’s grand 
entrance to the reception. 

cARISSA & ANDREW’S 
WEDDING INGREDIENTS

cEREMONY AND REcEPTION SITE The Liberty 

Hotel, Boston, (617) 399-4233

PHOTOGRAPHY Lauren Killian/Person + Killian 

Photography, Boston, PersonKillian.com

VIDEOGRAPHY AND cONSULTANT Chad 

Michael Peters, Boston, (508) 999-1120

GOWN Monique Lhuillier, MoniqueLhuillier.com

VEIL L’elite, Boston, (617) 424-1010 

WEDDING RINGS Jared The Galleria Of Jewelry

JEWELRY Persona Jewelry, Boston,  

(617) 266-3003 

HAIR Cynthia Renders/Eclipse Salon/Spa,  

Milton, (617) 696-2290

STYLIST Janine Maggiore, Boston,  

(781) 424-1359

BRIDESMAID DRESSES Melissa Sweet, 

PriscillaofBoston.com

FORMALWEAR Giblees Tuxedos, Danvers,  

(978) 774-4080 

INVITATIONS, FLOWERS AND RENTAL 

EQUIPMENT Chad Michael Peters, Boston; Praez 

Occasions, Hamden, CT, (203) 230-2257

cATERING The Liberty Hotel

MUSIc Mike Amado, Entertainment Specialists, 

Boston, (800) 540-8157

cAKE Jenny’s Wedding Cakes, Amesbury,  

(978) 388-7579

TRANSPORTATION The Liberty Hotel

HONEYMOON Las Vegas 


